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International PBC Day is
only a short time away –
9th September 2018. This
is our opportunity to bring
much needed awareness,
education and attention to
us – those who are living
with or are affected by PBC
– yes us!
Why? We must continue to educate our health professionals (see more
inside) so that we can receive the best healthcare available, access new
treatments and also have the opportunity to take part in much valued
research. Our places of work – how many of you have a management
that understands the needs and difficulties of the employee living with
PBC? How many of you are being supported at work and being offered
helpful changes to help you manage through your working day? At home
– are we fully understood by our families and home companions? Do
you (like many of us) look very well and healthy so consequently are not
taken too seriously when you complain of fatigue or feeling unwell? Most
of us will at some time in our PBC journey have faced one, some or all
of these difficulties. We can and must do more to resolve these issues.
How? Let’s get cracking! Contact your local newspaper or radio station
to tell your story – it could help others. Promote Movement as Medicine
– bring together a few friends and family and have a walk or stroll
somewhere pleasant in a local park perhaps. Talk about why you are
doing this and the multiple benefits of movement for not only us, but
indeed all of those suffering from any chronic condition. Have a meeting
with PBC people in your area – again perhaps talk to local media or use
social media to bring notice to PBC and all that we live with.
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Send us your stories and
photographs and we will happily
put them in the next Bear Facts
and up on our social media
platforms. Want to help and stuck
for ideas? Call us! We are only six
here in the office – please help us
to help you.
I will be waiting to meet as many
of you as possible for our usual
walk round Arthur’s Seat at noon,
opposite the car park on 9th Sept.
Please do join us with children,
dogs or just friends. It would
mean a lot to me if you were to
join us.

See page 12 for more information
STOP PRESS « STOP PRESS « STOP PRESS « STOP PRESS « STOP PRESS « STOP PRESS « STOP PRESS
Enclosed with this issue is the 2018 Christmas Card Designs and Order Form (a double-sided sheet behind
The Bearthe
Factsaddress sheet for postal subscribers). Christmas
1 Cards may also be ordered from our website.
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Volunteers Raise More “Booty” for PBC in Surrey
You will remember Sally
Taylorson and Alison
Kloppers in the previous
Nationwide Thanks.
On another warm
summer’s day, our two
Surrey volunteers held
another car boot sale.
The success of the first
car boot was certainly
not down to beginners’
luck, as this time the duo
raised over £100!

David Takes “Stock” of the Conditions and “Holms” in
on Marathon Finish
On the 2nd June, David White
took part in the Stockholm
marathon. Here’s what
David had to say about the
day:
“With temperatures
reaching thirty degrees,
it was an absolute brutal
afternoon. Thankfully, plenty
of locals had hooked up
their hosepipes to cool us
off as we ran past. It was a
tough day but having raised
over £1,000 for the PBC
Foundation I was motivated
to continue and finish the
course. This was my third marathon that I have completed for
the Foundation; I think my next one will be somewhere cold.
After a lengthy diagnosis period, in 2012 my Mum was
diagnosed with PBC. The PBC Foundation have been
fantastic and I hope to raise as much money and awareness
of the condition and the Foundation as possible.”

We are very appreciative
o f S a l l y a n d A l l i e ’s
continuous fundraising efforts. If you would like to know
their tips for holding a successful car boot sale, you can refer
back to issue 82 of The Bear Facts.
-:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:John’s “Wheels of Fortune” For PBC
On the 19th July, John Burnell
from Londonderry challenged
himself to cycle forty four miles
to raise money for The PBC
Foundation. The Foundation is
close to his heart as his friend,
aged 29, has recently been
diagnosed with the condition.
His cycle was a success,
and he managed to raise a
whopping £545. Here is what
John had to say about the day:

We congratulate David for his achievement and thank him
for his brilliant fundraising over the years.
-:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:Colour Rush “Brightons” Up the Day for
Number One Colleagues

“The cycle went really well, bearing in mind I have never really
cycled much at all, previously. However, since the sponsored
cycle, it has become a regular hobby.
The weather was lovely on the day and I didn’t need any
medical assistance, despite having cycled Mount Binevenagh.
My legs suffered for it the next day, but I feel it was all worth
it and would do it all again with even added miles!
I would like to thank all my
sponsors including Bob Mullan
Motors, Moore’s of Eglinton,
James O’Hara and Sons
Motors, Print Chameleon and
of course my friends and family!

We were very grateful to receive £1,645 from Number One
Mortgages in Brighton. On the 12th May, the company took on
the challenge of completing the Brighton Colour Rush. The
event is an obstacle course where, as you can see from the
picture, you become covered in coloured powder.

This definitely won’t be the
last fundraiser that I do for the
PBC Foundation, it is only the
beginning!”

The company was keen to raise as much money as possible
for the Foundation as the Managing Director’s mother has
PBC.

We thank John very much
for choosing to support the
Foundation, and we look
forward to seeing his future
fundraising events.

We thank Kevin, the Managing Director, for choosing to
fundraise for us. We also thank everyone at Number One
Mortgages who took part and supported the fundraising.
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STEROIDS

by Professor James Neuberger,
Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham

The term steroid refers to a family of organic
compounds which have four rings based on 17
carbon atoms arranged in a specific molecular
pattern (see figure). Steroids are seen very
widely in nature and play many important
and diverse roles in health and disease.
There are many classes of steroids, including
cholesterol, sex hormones such as oestradiol
and testosterone, as well as corticosteroids.

Side effects of steroids can include:
• indigestion or heartburn
• increased appetite and water retention, both of which can lead
to weight gain
• difficulty in sleeping, changes in mood, including depression
and euphoria
• changes in mood and behaviour, such as feeling irritable or
anxious
• an increased risk of some infections – especially chickenpox,
shingles and measles, and fungal infections such as thrush
• increased blood sugar which may lead to diabetes or exacerbate
existing diabetes mellitus
• loss of bone which may lead to osteoporosis
• high blood pressure or exacerbating existing hypertension
• eye conditions, such as glaucoma and cataracts
• skin problems, such as acne and bruising
• Moon face

Corticosteroids, often simply referred to just as ‘steroids’, are
synthetic versions of chemicals normally produced by the adrenal
glands (located just above the kidney). Giving steroids by mouth
will inhibit the production of your own steroids so you must not stop
the treatment suddenly as the adrenals will not usually be able to
make these chemicals, essential for life.
Steroids are used to treat a large variety of clinical conditions,
including autoimmune diseases, immunosuppression after
transplant, some forms of arthritis, ulcerative colitis, some allergies,
eczema and asthma. Steroids may be given by mouth (tablet or
liquid), injection, rectally, topically (cream or ointment) or inhaled.

Most side effects will improve if the dose is reduced and resolve
once treatment stops.
Self-help
You can do a lot to help reduce some of the side effects but always
tell your doctor if you have any new symptoms.
• Tummy upsets and mental change: Taking your tablets in the
morning with breakfast may help prevent indigestion, heartburn
and sleeping difficulties and mirrors the natural variation in
steroid levels. Your doctor may prescribe additional medication
to reduce the risk of heartburn or indigestion.
• Weight gain: Eat a healthy, balanced diet: avoid eating too much
as steroids will usually increase your appetite; exercise regularly
and frequently if you are able to.
• Risk of infections: Avoid close contact with people who are
ill – get medical advice as soon as possible if you think you
may have been exposed to someone with an infection. Ideally,
ensure your vaccines are up to date before you start treatment
(often this is not practicable) and avoid live vaccines, such as
the shingles vaccine. So before you receive any vaccination,
check with the doctor, nurse or pharmacist that it is safe for you.
• Bone disease: your doctor may request a bone scan to assess
the bone density before treatment and may prescribe medication
to reduce the impact of steroids on weakening the bones. Take
plenty of weight-bearing exercise and avoid smoking (your own
or other people’s).
• Blood pressure and blood sugar: you may need closer monitoring
of your blood pressure and diabetes and change in treatment
while you are on steroids. Remember many of these side effects
are dose-dependent so when the dose is reduced, treatment for
other conditions may also need to be changed.

People with PBC may be given steroids for treatment of the overlap
syndrome (see Bear Facts) or for other conditions which may be
unrelated to PBC.
Types of steroids
There are many preparations of steroids but prednisolone,
prednisone and budesonide are the ones most commonly
prescribed for autoimmune conditions. Some steroid tablets are
sugar-coated (enteric coated) which is designed to reduce the
likelihood of gastritis.
Taking the steroids
The NHS (see link below) gives specific advice about how and when
to take steroid tablets. As with all medications, read the Information
Leaflet carefully and ask if you don’t understand:
• Take your medicine as instructed by your doctor.
• Don’t switch between preparations unless your doctor or
pharmacist confirms it is safe to do so.
• It is normally best to take steroid tablets with or soon after a
meal – usually breakfast.
• If you forget a dose, take it as soon as you remember. If it’s
almost time for your next dose, skip the one you missed.
• Don’t take a double dose to make up for a forgotten one.
• Taking too many steroid tablets is unlikely to be harmful if it’s a
one-off but taking too many steroid tablets over a long period
can make you more likely to get side effects.
• Don’t stop taking your medicine without talking to your doctor.
• Some foods (such as liquorice and grapefruit) may interact with
the steroids.
• If you’ve been taking steroids for more than a few days, you
usually need to reduce your dose gradually when it is appropriate
clinically. You should not stop your treatment suddenly (unless
specifically advised).
• If you have a severe illness or undergo an operation, you may
need to increase the dose so always make sure your doctor
knows you are taking steroids, which ones, which dose and for
how long.

You may be given a steroid treatment card. You should carry this
card with you and show it to any doctor, nurse, pharmacist or other
healthcare professional.
In summary: steroids, like all other medications, have huge benefits
and may be life-saving but also have side effects which can be
serious. As always, you have to balance the benefits and risks; read
the information provided, don’t stop the steroids without consulting
your doctor. Side effects such as mood disturbance (depression
and/or euphoria) can be severe - make sure your family and friends
are aware and seek help if symptoms are severe; weight gain and
its consequences can be a problem so try to reduce your intake of
food, increase your activity if possible and seek help if you have
concerns.

Side effects of steroids
Steroids, like all medications, have side effects and the benefits
must be balanced against the side effects. The likelihood and
severity of side effects depend largely on the preparation, the dose
and duration of use.

Reference: https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/Steroid-tablets/
The Bear Facts
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UK-PBC UPDATE

Regular readers of the Bear Facts will know that Primary Biliary Cholangitis (PBC) is a chronic liver disease in which there is persistent
inflammation of the small bile ducts inside the liver. Over the course of many years, this inflammation of the bile ducts leads to scarring
of the liver, known as cirrhosis. Some people with cirrhosis eventually develop chronic liver failure and need liver transplants. The aim
of medical treatment for PBC is to reduce inflammation of the bile ducts so that scarring of the liver does not occur. Medical treatment is
effective in most people with PBC – but not in all. PBC therefore remains one of the main reasons for having a liver transplant. In the
UK, for example, approximately 20% of women who have a liver transplant, have it for PBC. This emphasises the need for more
effective medical treatments – but also for more effective use of the treatments that are already available.
Dr George Mells

:

Consultant Hepatologist : Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge

The usual, first-line treatment for PBC is ursodeoxycholic acid
(UDCA). UDCA is a naturally-occurring bile acid that has been shown
to improve the liver tests; reduce the scarring of the liver, and improve
the long-term survival of people with PBC. Large-scale studies
have shown that the liver tests on treatment with UDCA strongly
predict whether the person will develop liver failure and need a liver
transplant. In short, people with normal or near-normal liver tests are
highly unlikely to develop liver failure and need a liver transplant. On
the other hand, people with abnormal blood tests despite treatment
with UDCA are more likely to develop liver failure and need a liver
transplant. This makes sense: improvement in the liver tests probably
means reduced inflammation of the bile ducts.

• Increase in the ALP from diagnosis to the start of treatment with
UDCA;
• Younger age at diagnosis.
They used these factors to formulate an equation that estimates
the likelihood that the patient will (or won’t) respond to treatment,
then tested how well the equation predicted response to treatment
in another population of 460 people with PBC from Italy. In the
Italian patients, the ‘area under the receiver operating curve’ was
0.83, indicating that the equation is accurate. The researchers then
compared estimates from the equation with findings on liver biopsies
from people with PBC, and found that estimates from the equation
were associated with the amount of damage to bile ducts visible on
the liver biopsy.

Happily, there are second-line treatments available for patients whose
liver tests remain abnormal despite treatment with UDCA. One of
these treatments is obeticholic acid; the other is bezafibrate (or the
closely related fenofibrate), both described in a previous edition of
the Bear Facts. Obeticholic acid and fibrates have both been shown
in clinical trials to improve the liver tests in people with PBC whose
liver tests were abnormal despite treatment with UDCA. Improvement
in the liver tests probably means reduced inflammation of the bile
ducts, less scarring of the liver and a better prognosis.

The study is important for the following reasons:
• The study emphasises that the main factor influencing whether
a person will respond to treatment with UDCA is the severity of
damage done to the bile ducts inside the liver. This is as expected
– but it highlights that the current recommendation (i.e., start
everyone on first-line treatment, wait 12 months and then consider
second-line treatment) is paradoxical because those with the worst
disease end up waiting longest to receive effective treatment. This
approach may need a re-think;

A big question now is when to introduce second-line treatments. The
current policy is to wait until people with PBC have been on UDCA
for at least 12 months, then check the liver tests and decide whether
the person needs second-line treatment in addition to UDCA. It is
not entirely clear what levels in the liver tests should prompt secondline treatment – but many doctors use the threshold of alkaline
phosphatase (ALP) greater than or equal to 1.67 times the upper limit
of normal (ULN) to decide whether second-line treatment is required.

• The study shows that a delay in starting treatment reduces the
likelihood of responding to it. This means that treatment with
UDCA should be started at the earliest possibility. It may indicate
that second-line treatment should also be started at the earliest
possibility;
• The study shows that response to first-line treatment with UDCA
can be predicted with a high degree of accuracy. This means that
we do not necessarily have to wait for 12 months to see whether
people with PBC need second-line treatment. It may be possible
to decide at a much earlier stage. Further studies are needed to
see whether earlier addition of second-line treatment improves
outcomes for patients, such as earlier response to treatment and
earlier control of symptoms.

The reason for current policy is that UDCA works slowly, and slow
but steady improvement in the liver tests may be seen months
(or even years!) after the medication is first started. The problem
with this approach, however, is that people who need second-line
treatment the most (i.e., those people destined never to respond
well to treatment with UDCA, who are predicted to have a worse
prognosis) end up waiting the longest to receive a treatment that
works for them.

It is notable that the study would not have been successful without
participants in the UK-PBC Research Cohort and the research cohort
of the Italian PBC Study Group providing access to their medical
records. The UK-PBC Research Cohort consists of a disease registry,
meaning a list of people with PBC who have consented to share
their medical information with UK-PBC investigators for research
purposes, and a PBC DNA collection that has been used for several
large-scale genetic studies of this condition. More than 6,000 people
with PBC are now enrolled in the UK-PBC Research Cohort. We hope
that more people with PBC will join the cohort. This study confirms
that taking part in research really does make a difference.

A large group of researchers from the UK and Italy have recently
tried to address this issue. They analysed clinical information from
2,703 people enrolled in the UK-PBC Research Cohort to identify
the factors that predict whether a person with PBC will respond to
treatment with UDCA. In their analysis, they defined response to
treatment as ALP < 1.67×ULN. They found that the following factors
predict that a person with PBC will not respond to treatment:
• Higher bilirubin and ALP at the time of diagnosis, before starting
treatment with UDCA;
• Lower alanine transaminase (ALT) at the time of diagnosis, before
starting treatment with UDCA;

“Would you like to join the UK-PBC Research Cohort?
If so, please contact us by phone on 01223 746771 or email
add-tr.ukpbc@nhs.net Every person counts!”

• Longer time from diagnosis to starting treatment with UDCA;
The Bear Facts
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REGIONAL VOLUNTEERS

Nottinghamshire

Bristol

Hi everyone,
Our second meeting of the year for the Bristol group
was held on 21 July, with some of our regular members
attending. There was a very lively discussion on ancestry
and family trees and eventually, we got around to talking
about PBC and ideas for a fundraiser for PBC Day.
We raised a total of £52.19 for the Foundation:
£20.00 donation from Steph
£12.13 donation from Kay’s coin box
£6.06 donation from Wendy’s coin box
£14.00 proceeds of our raffle.
I look forward to seeing you at our next meeting.
Hazel Nelson

Hello everyone,
I just want to say a huge thanks to Sylvia who has been
a volunteer in Nottingham for around three years. All of
your hard work has been very much appreciated by me
and the rest of the group.
This has left an opening for another volunteer, Gill Rich,
who is very welcome as a volunteer for the Foundation
and our group in Nottingham.
Gill was diagnosed with PBC around 15 years ago by
accident, she is very much a sufferer of the itch and
has just recently finished a research study into PBC
and the itch at the Queen’s Medical Centre Hospital in
Nottingham. Gill commented that apart from the terrible
itch and the fatigue she would not know she had the
condition.

West Kent

Gill would like to introduce herself:
I started coming to the group around three years ago and
it has been an amazing lifeline. Like many fellow PBC
sufferers I look good but if only! I itch, have brain fog, oh
at times the fatigue and bone pain. So I was relieved to
join the Nottingham group led by Wendy and her merry
PBC sufferers and a few of their partners.
I so look forward to our once a month meeting, we never
stop laughing, the banter is great, also being with fellow
sufferers information can be shared or asked about in a
wonderful atmosphere of friendship. I was diagnosed
fifteen years ago but I really believe I have had it for
longer.

Hello everyone,
Our last meeting was held on Sunday 8th July at the School
in Sevenoaks. The attendance was good compared with
our previous meeting.
It was good to see Helen Stock, having travelled from
Essex by public transport, and Sally March and Mike
Bunch, and it was also great to see Joan and Jack Heaton
again.
The sad news was that of the passing away of Edna
Ribbons. Edna and David were long standing members
and former volunteers and it’s only in the last few years
that illness and age have prevented them travelling to
meetings from their home in Bexhill on Sea.
During the meeting we had our usual discussions and
catching up with member’s news. We had our usual
afternoon tea and raffle and with the proceeds of Paula’s
and Dee’s boxes we raised £92.12 which will be on the
way to the Foundation.
Our next meeting will be held on Sunday 7th October
2018 at the School between 2.00pm and 5.00pm.
Everybody is welcome including family and friends and
if possible please bring a small raffle prize and a plate of
food to share for the afternoon tea
(coffee and tea are provided)
We look forward to seeing you all whenever you can
make it.
John Creed and Paula Allinson
John, Tel: 01474813098 or email johnchriscreed@aol.com
Paula, Tel: 01959577830 or email Paulaallinson@btinternet.com
The Bear Facts

Meeting Wendy four years ago changed everything for
me and now I am pleased to become a volunteer under
Wendy’s and the Foundation’s support. Please, if you
live in travelling distance come and try the group. I doubt
we will let you down. Gill.
Apart from saying a fond farewell to Sylvia and recruiting
Gill as our new volunteer, I have been raising funds for
the Foundation. I have just completed the Pilgrims’ walk
in Spain and walked from Sarria to Santiago, the distance
was 118 km (73 miles) which took 6 days. As a sufferer
from the terrible fatigue I did wonder how I was going to
manage it. On the first and second day I did get blisters
which my friends popped for me, on the third day I felt
fantastic, no fatigue, it was like I had walked myself fit.
I feel like I can get away with saying this - the only way
to manage the fatigue is exercise. My page is still live
if you can give a little, the link is:
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/wendy-wheat2
Many thanks
Wendy Wheat and Gill Rich
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What a fabulous
summer we have
had, weeks of brilliant
sunshine which makes
us all feel so much
better with all that lovely
vitamin D on our skin.
If this weather was
guaranteed every year
it would save us all a
small fortune as we
would not need to seek
out the sun elsewhere.

Chief Executive Officer: Collette Thain, MBE
Helpline: 0131 556 6811 Fax: 0131 556 8488
Angus
Geoff Bray
Tel: 01307 819100

Morayshire
Irene Ferguson
Tel: 01542 834620

Ayrshire
Irene Ferguson
Tel: 07423 065707

North East England
Elisa Duffew
Tel: 01287 622946

Borders & Berwickshire
Ena Mitchell
Tel: 01750 42244
E: ena.mitchell.13@gmail.com
Bristol
Hazel Nelson
Tel: 01179 575839
Cheshire/Derbyshire/Manchester
Lynn Warren
Tel: 0161 973 0638
Fiona Winters
Tel: 07866 201737
E: fionawinters@hotmail.com

Cumbria
Miriam Baird
Tel: 07977 510056
E: miriambaird1@googlemail.com
Devon
Helen Black
Tel: 07973 747736
E: helenblack@googlemail.com
East Kent & South Sussex
Judith Dool
Tel: 07711 374696
E: jdadmin@talk21.com
East Lothian
Doreen Paterson
Tel: 07388 273371
E: patersondee@icloud.com
East Sussex
Michelle Williams
Tel: 07815 882156
E: michellemwilliams@hotmail.co.uk

Northern Ireland (West)
Philomena McPeake
Tel: 07547 037942
Northamptonshire
Mary Bates
Tel: 01327 350349
Margaret Lynch
Tel: 01327 350899
Nottinghamshire
Wendy Wheat
Tel: 07584 026815

Oxfordshire
Trixie Rowe
Tel: 01869 349886
Perthshire
Ann Cameron
Tel: 01828 628829
Republic of Ireland
Marian Power
Tel: (353) 1 2950528

Allie Kloppers
E: allie.kloppers@gmail.com
Wales (North)
Pat Rannard
Tel: 01407 740472
Wales (South)
Val Harris
Tel: 01792 447006
E: val@pilipalaglas.co.uk

Edinburgh
Esther Davidson
Tel: 0131 339 1255
or 07791 952451

Wales (South East)
Rachel Powell
Tel: 01495 301481

Fife
Mo Christie
Tel: 07834 690053
Alison Payne
Tel: 07850 713391
Hampshire
Jane Thomas
Tel: 01256 811187
E: janethomas1958@hotmail.com
Herefordshire
Jane Luffman
Tel: 01568 709292 or 07788 475286
E: janeluffman@hotmail.com
Lancashire
Gill McLachlan
Tel: 07814 761592
E: gillmclachlan@hotmail.com
London & Hertfordshire
Goksel Osman
Tel: 07872 158464

Talking about International PBC Day it is coming round
fast and furious, in a few weeks we will be lighting up our
heatmap with activities throughout the United Kingdom and
we hope the world. Want to take part? We need as many
people as possible to join in, if there is no event in your
area why not volunteer to be the host? All you need to do
is identify a park which is accessible to most people in your
area, let me know where and what time you want everyone
to meet and I will invite the RSUs in your area to join you.
It is open to everyone including family, friends, dogs and
babies to have a good healthy walk and if there is a café
nearby perhaps you could have a coffee together, a great
way to get to know others who live with PBC. If you are
interested in helping please call me on 0131 556 6811 and I
will help you organise your event. It’s not too late to make a
difference.

Surrey
Sally Taylorson
E: sally_taylorson@hotmail.com

East Yorkshire
Cherish Curl
Tel: 07540 402032
E: cherishcurl@googlemail.com

Essex
Ashleigh Longhurst
Tel: 07399 995675
E: ashleighlonghurst@outlook.com

I was up in Aviemore with my two granddaughters a few
weeks ago and the journey up there was beautiful, they both
thoroughly enjoyed the outdoor activities and came home
looking very tanned, healthy and happy thanks to the lovely
weather and all important exercise, not a computer or ipad
in sight! It made me realise how important “movement as
medicine” is for us all, not only for International PBC Day but
on a regular basis.

Gill Rich
Tel: 07584 026815

Wales (West)
Jacqueline Aitken
Tel: 07484 104190

I was on a North East road trip a few weeks ago visiting
our RSUs in Sunderland, Newcastle, Durham, Darlington,
Hartlepool and Middlesbrough. A big thank you to all our
RSUs who took the time to come and have a coffee and
a chat with me, it really was a pleasure to meet you all. I
also had the pleasure of meeting our RSUs in Glasgow,
thank you so much to everyone who came along. I hope
the meetings have been beneficial to everyone. My next
road trip is in October when I will be visiting Leeds, Preston,
Bradford and Sheffield so please look out for further details
on facebook, our website and your app. Collette and I are
also doing a “pop up” meeting in Perth on the 20th October,
venue and time to be confirmed. We will also be arranging
a “pop up” meeting in the North East of England later in
the year. Please let us know if you are interested in having
a “pop up” meeting in your area. As always please check
the web site www.pbcfoundation.org.uk for up to date
information on future events.

West Kent
John Creed
Tel: 01474 813098

Paula Allinson
Tel: 01959 577830
E: paulaallinson@btinternet.com
West Lothian
Jaki Smith
Tel: 07919 921155
West Midlands
Brenda & Eric Whitmore
Tel: 01922 402705
Anne & Mervyn Harper
Tel: 01562 885391

Diane Reeves
Tel: 07538 364622
E: dinkydinah@yahoo.co.uk
Annie Banham
Tel: 07954 401031

If you are interested in volunteering and would like more
information, please contact me, Linda Butler on
0131 556 6811 or email linda@pbcfoundation.org.uk

Melanie Hancock
Tel: 07802 684184

Email: info@pbcfoundation.org.uk Website: www.pbcfoundation.org.uk
The Bear Facts
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The merchandise pictured on this page is available for
order direct from the PBC Foundation office or through our
online shop which can be found on our
website: www.pbcfoundation.org.uk
Please visit our online shop to view a selection of

fashionable clothing and accessories.

Pens
£1.00

Jaki Smith - West Lothian

Movement really is medicine . . .
and so much more . . .
In my pre-PBC days I dabbled with exercise.
I didn’t particularly enjoy it but tried to make
a conscious effort to do something at least
twice a week.

Available in
Purple and
Pink

Collecting Boxes

Our collection boxes are
proving to be very popular
and are a fantastic way
of raising money for the
PBC Foundation! If you
would like one, please
contact the office.

Information Leaflets
Available

Please contact the office if you require us to
send you any of these leaflets

Primary
Biliary
Cholangitis
PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd
6 Hill Street
Edinburgh
EH2 3JZ
Tel: +44 (0) 131 556 6811
info@pbcfoundation.org.uk
www.pbcfoundation.org.uk

PBC for Healthcare Practitioners

PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd
6 Hill Street
Edinburgh
EH2 3JZ
Tel: +44 (0) 131 556 6811
info@pbcfoundation.org.uk
www.pbcfoundation.org.uk
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The PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd is a Scottish Registered Charity, Number SC025619
Registered Company Number: 207493

PBC Patient
Information
Booklet

Primary Biliary Cholangitis (PBC),
formerly known as Primary Biliary
Cirrhosis, is an autoimmune
condition that affects the liver.
Simply, the immune system starts
an attack on bile duct cells in the
liver. PBC has no cure and is the
biggest single reason for liver
transplant in adult females in the UK,
accounting for almost 10% of all liver
transplants in the UK.

This leaflet is for children who know
someone with, or are interested in,
Primary Biliary Cholangitis (PBC).
Sponsored by The Alliance Scotland, this
leaflet highlights some important facts
about PBC, how someone else’s PBC
could possibly affect you and where you
can reach help.
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PBC Foundation
(UK) Ltd
General Information
Leaflet

PBC Children's
Information Leaflet

The Bear Facts

The cross trainer was sold and replaced by an exercise bike. I’d always enjoyed
cycling and it was a good low impact exercise for my dodgy knees. It served the
same purpose in my home as the cross trainer.
Then I was diagnosed with PBC in May 2015. I had chronic fatigue and at times
felt very low as I came to terms with my diagnosis and started to make the lifestyle
changes required to manage my PBC.
One key lifestyle change was exercise. Within a few weeks of diagnosis I was
using my exercise bike regularly. I started doing 4km a day on a low resistance
and gradually built that up to 8km a day (5 miles) which I try and do at least 5
times a week.
Some days it takes me 30 minutes, other days 45 minutes. Some days I’ll do it in
my pyjamas, other days I’ll make a bit more effort and wear leggings. Some days I’ll
read my kindle whilst cycling, other days I’ll check out Facebook or phone my son.
None of that really matters as the most important thing is I’m “moving”!    

At the weekend I’ll cycle before I get ready to go out for the afternoon or before
dinner if I’m going out in the evening… I find a time that works for me.
I keep a diary of my cycling – the dates and kilometres - in my phone. This is
crucial for me as sometimes it can pinpoint why my fatigue is worse as it can be
because I haven’t exercised or “moved” enough.
The days that I don’t cycle I’ve maybe been shopping, or done some housework or
gardening or been for a walk… any activity which I’ve done for at least 30 minutes.

PBC Compendium
available to buy
at only
£15.00 per copy
with £1.00 P&P
total £16.00

25619

I tried a female only gym doing their circuits twice a week then moved onto hula
hooping and spinning classes.

This can be when I get straight home from work or, if I’m working from home, as
soon as I’ve logged off (I find that if I come home and sit down I’m less inclined
to do it).

The PBC Foundation has over 12,000
registered service users in 76
countries around the world.

UK) Ltd is a Scottish Registered Charity, Number SC025619
egistered Company Number: 207493

It got dusted regularly like the other furniture, visitors used it as a coat stand and
the kids who popped in loved to play on it!

To keep me on track I’ve set a daily reminder on my phone which pops up at a
time I think I’ll be free to jump on my bike.

The PBC Foundation
is a UK-based International charity
providing help, support and
information to those affected
by PBC.

PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd
6 Hill Street
Edinburgh
EH2 3JZ
Tel: +44 (0) 131 556 6811
info@pbcfoundation.org.uk
www.pbcfoundation.org.uk

I bought a cross trainer which sat in my living
room, not so much so it’d be staring me in
the face every day to make me go on it but
because I had nowhere else to put it.

Not only does this regular exercise/movement help to combat my fatigue it also:
• helps my mental wellbeing
• is a great stress reliever after a hard day at the office and helps me switch off  
• helps me stay fit
• helps keep my knees well oiled (I’ve arthritis in both knees)
• helps with joint pain associated with PBC
I get all of those benefits without even having to leave the comfort of my own
home, what more could I want!
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Date

City/Town

Location and Postcode

8/9/2018

Hull

Hull to Hornsea

9/9/2018

Glasgow

Glasgow to Edinburgh

9/9/2018

Kingsland

Jane Luffman’s house in Herefordshire

9/9/2018

Perth

North Inch Park, Perth, PH1 5HS, meet at North Inch cafe

9/9/2018

London

Regents Park, London, meet at entrance at the end of Park Square West, NW1 4LH

9/9/2018

Blaenau

Parc Bryn Bach, Merthyr Road, Tredegar, Blaenau,Gwent, NP22 3AY

9/9/2018

Edinburgh

Holyrood Park, Queen’s Drive, Edinburgh, meet opposite the car park beside
ice cream van EH8 8HG

9/9/2018

Rochford

Cherry Orchard Park, Rochford, Essex, SS4 1GP

9/9/2018

Towcester

Mary Bates home, Towcester, Northamptonshire

9/9/2018

Plymouth

Saltram Park, Plymouth, PL7 1UH, meet at the National Trust’s free car park
at Saltram House

9/9/2018

Bristol

Bristol member’s house

9/9/2018

West Midlands

9/9/2018

Solihull

Brueton Park, Solihull, West Midlands, B91 3HW, meet at front of the Parkridge Café

9/9/2018

Dunfermline

Pittencrieff Park, Dunfermline, Fife, KY12 8QH, meet at Glen Pavillion Café

9/9/2018

Cannock Chase

Birches Valley Café, Cannock Chase, Stafford, WS15 2UQ

9/9/2018

Ballycastle

Ballycastle, Northern Ireland, BT54 6QJ, meet at Marine Corner

15/9/2018

Oxfordshire

Please visit our website for further information about events taking place.

The Bear Facts
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Start time

PBC DAY DIARY OF EVENTS

Organiser

Details

Cherish Curl

Cherish and family’s sponsored 16 mile walk in aid of the Foundation.

Robert Mitchell-Thain

46 mile cycle between Glasgow and Edinburgh.

3pm

Jane Luffman

Tea party, charging £5 per adult towards the PBC Foundation (no charge for
children). Contact Jane Luffman for details on 01568 709292.

10.45am

Ann Cameron & Geoff Bray

Walk approximately 1 1/2 miles or as much as you can do then in the café for tea,
coffee and a chat - Contact Geoff Bray on 01307 819100 or Ann Cameron on
01828 628829.

11am

Goksel Osman & Melanie Day Hancock

Sponsored “Walk in the Park”. Do as little or as much as you can finishing off
with a get-together at The Broad Walk Café in the park from 12noon onwards.
Just Giving page set up to help raise funds
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/londonpbcgroup.

10am

Rachel Powell

A stroll around the lake and then coffee and a chat at the visitor centre
approximately 10.30 until 11.30. If don’t want to walk please come for a
coffee afterwards.

12noon

Collette Thain MBE
& Linda Butler

A walk in Holyrood Park.

11am

Ashleigh Longhurst

A walk in the park.

2pm-5pm

Mary Bates & Margaret Lynch

Tea party at Mary’s house. Please contact Mary Bates on 01327 350349 or
Margaret Lynch on 01327 350899 for futher details.

11am

Helen Black

Walk round the park. The car park is accessed from Merafield Road,
Plympton, PL7 1UH. Coffee and chat afterwards.

2pm-5pm

Hazel Nelson

Tea, coffee and cake to raise awareness and funds for the PBC Foundation.
Contact Hazel Nelson on 01179 575839 for more details.

Jasmine Jewell

Jasmine and friend’s sponsored canyoning event.

11am

Diane Reeves

A 5k walk. Anyone wishing to join Diane can do as much as they can manage.

12noon

Alan Sutherland

A mini walking tour of places of historic interest.

10am-12noon

Kay Dawson

Walking in Cannock Chase, Stafford.

10am

Joan Baillie

Walking along the beach at Ballycastle.

Trixie Rowe

Having a family meal for her birthday and everyone will be donating towards
the Foundation.

If you do not have access to our website or would like the contact details of an organiser
hosting an event, please contact the PBC Foundation Office on 0131 556 6811.

The Bear Facts
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So, here we are building towards another PBC Day, and this one is going to be a cracker!
I certainly know I will be feeling it as I (and the three other musketeers Andy, Gordon and
Dimitar) will be cycling between Glasgow and Edinburgh, which will come in at a pretty 46
miles or so. As well as our particular nonsense for raising awareness and much needed
funds, there are a number of activities going on all over the place! The diary page will show
the ones confirmed before the date of final proof, but there are already more being added
to our website so keep an eye out for events near you and come and join in the fun.
Of course, you can host your own event. As ever, “Movement as Medicine” is the theme, so
we are always looking for activity: a nice walk in the park with pets, family or friends is a great
way to do that, especially with a PBC t-shirt on! But there are more ways to get involved than
I could list, your imagination is more fertile than mine! Even just a lunch, a BBQ or a coffee
morning with a few friends or family is still a great way to mark PBC Day 2018.
Think through the numbers… we have 1 person who reaches
three, those three then reach nine, that nine reach 27, those
27 reach 81, those 81 reach 243, who reach 729, and those
729 could then reach 2,187 people.

Remember, we have the logos available so you can make use
of them as you wish. Just contact us and ask us to send you
them. We have English, French, German, Croatian, Hebrew
and Dutch versions to mention just a few, with more versions
being added.

That is from just one person. And if each person down the
chain takes 1 day to respond then do their own video, the
2,187 videos (remember that is just videos, not even remotely
close to views, etc.) could be made in a week.

If you do host an event, however small, do let us know and we
can add you to our listing. Last year, there were over 40 events
and we would dearly love to smash the 50 mark, so do let us
know what you are up to and if you would like members local
to you to join in your activities. Similarly, if you are looking for
an event local to you, get in touch with us.

Now, the Foundation has approximately 13,000 people
registered with us. If all of those 13,000 did one video and
tagged three people, in just 2 days we could have 100,000
videos. Now if each of those videos was only seen by 10
people on social media, that would be one million people
watching a 1 minute video on PBC.

Another way you can get involved is to do a 1 minute video
with your #HandsUp4PBC. As you read this, the campaign has
already reached thousands around the world, and you could
add your voice. There are links to examples on our facebook
page as well as some examples below. We have been using
LinkedIn, Twitter and facebook to publicise this campaign
and to ensure it reaches as many people as possible. After
all, many of our members speak of the lack of awareness
of PBC, and this is a great opportunity for you to break that.

One million!
So, let us get cracking…. See below some examples of what
can be done.
https://www.facebook.com/PBCFoundation/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/
urn:li:activity:6437689601405575168/

So, what are we asking you to do?

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/
urn:li:activity:6432965025215889408/

We are inviting you to record yourself for
approximately1 minute talking about PBC.
Oh, with your hands up in the air. You
see, many people with PBC are
affected by fatigue and this is a
great way to show non-PBC
people how fatigue affects you.
All within one minute! If you
can’t keep your hands up
for the full minute, then that
shows in even stronger terms
the affect the fatigue can have.

You do not have to wait to be nominated. You can start a wave
going at any point, just record your video then share it and
let’s get people talking about PBC!
Whilst PBC Day is one of our major focus points throughout
the year, where we hope that everyone affected by PBC will
come out and help us to support them, we are always working
on a wide range of activities.
Just this summer we have been incredibly busy.

Once you have recorded
yourself, post it on social media
then tag 3 friends, family, or
even frenemies who you think will
post their own videos. It is a little
like the “Ice-bucket challenge” that
did the rounds a few years ago. It might
not be quite that popular, but we still have the
opportunity to reach hundreds of thousands of people.
The Bear Facts

There was an important paper published in the Lancet Journal
which highlights the journey and risk of people who do not
respond to Urso, a lay summary of which is in the clinic pages
of this edition of the Bear Facts. It is an important paper
because now that we are sure of certain risk factors, we may
be able to identify large numbers of non-responders even
before they do not respond to Urso.
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Currently, everyone is on Urso for 12 months before their
response to Urso is formally assessed. Now, if someone does
not respond, they are more at risk of progression. And now
they have had a year at risk of progression without an effective
treatment. All of this begs the question: if we can identify those
who are at highest risk of non-response, can we miss out the
gap year and go straight to a second-line therapy? Read Dr
Mells’ article for a much fuller picture. However, as we were
involved and co-authored the article, we thought it would be
good to let you know.

who understands; maybe your family “don’t get it”; etc. Who
can you speak to about your fears, or the bad days, or the
last minute cancellations you make, or even losing friends
who do not understand? This pillar is about making sure you
know you are not alone, and that it is as easy as possible for
you to reach out to us, to the helpline, to Volunteers, and to
each other.
The information itself will still be the same high-quality
information you are used to and expect from us. However,
using these pillars, it might help you get to the information
you need quicker and easier than before.

As well as this, we are looking forward to presenting our
poster at the AASLD (American Association for the Study of
Liver Diseases) Liver Meeting in San Francisco. We shall let
you know in the next edition the poster content and how the
event was for us.

Speaking of which, you may already know, but we should tell
you we are hosting a series of workshops in the autumn of
this year, sponsored by Cymabay. These will be wonderful
opportunities to have many questions answered as there will
be medical presentations, self-management presentations and
plenty of time for Q&A sessions, as well as lots of opportunities
to meet other people with PBC and their families.

We were also fortunate enough to have been granted a project
award by Intercept Pharmaceuticals under their “Practice
to Policy”. We applied for the grant to produce an online
education module for Healthcare Practitioners (HCPs) on
PBC, in order to try to increase awareness and understanding
of PBC in the medical professions, to increase PBC diagnosis,
and to highlight the low risk and high risk cohorts of patients,
so that clinicians can ensure the right patients have access to
the services, treatments and procedures they need.

The dates of the conferences are:

As the project progresses, we shall keep you informed. As
ever, everything we do is patient led and we are always looking
for feedback on what we do, as well as how we do it. We will
be looking for patients to look at the materials and to help
guide the shape of the module.

Edinburgh

29 September:

Dublin

6 October:

Cardiff

17 November:

Birmingham

Support for Life

Details of all of these events can be found in the diary pages. If
you would like to attend any of these conferences, do contact
Alan in the office and he can arrange that for you.
As well as our conferences, we are delighted to be hosting
another series of self-management workshops in a number of
cities. The venues are still to be arranged but we can tell you
that the workshops will most likely be as follows:

You will see also, we are looking at rebranding some of the
information we share, particularly to patients, carers and
families. We are looking to incorporate three main pillars to
help describe the information we provide. The overview will
be PBC, The Bigger Picture.
Pillar 1 will be PBC looking after you.
This refers to making sure you are on the right treatment for
you, and that your medical and clinical journey is the best it can
be, for you. This means engaging in a meaningful partnership
with your clinicians and being involved in the decision-making
process, ensuring we help you with the information you need
to ask the right questions of your doctors.

Sun 7th October:

Derby

Mon 8th October:

Lincoln

Tue 9th October:

Bedford

Wed 10th October:

Luton

Thurs 11th October:

London

Fri 12th October:

Brighton

Support for Life

Just like the conferences, these are free to attend. Again,
contact Alan at the office: alan@pbcfoundation.org.uk or
0131 556 6811 if you would like to join us.

Pillar 2 will be PBC self-empowerment.
This is all about each person affected by PBC taking back
control and living the best life they can with their PBC:
physically, psychologically and emotionally. This is about
helping you but giving you tools and techniques to make sure
your decisions about you, your behaviours and your lives will
be about taking your best foot forward and helping yourself.

There is more that we shall share with you in the next edition,
including news from AASLD’s latest research, the latest news
from the BASL (British Association for Study of the Liver)
conference, etc., but hopefully this will tide you over knowing
there is much coming up, with lots of opportunities for us to
meet each other and to really make a positive difference to
everyone in the World of PBC.

Pillar 3 will be supporting yourself and others.

Yours, aye,

One of the major factors in living with PBC is isolation. There
are many parts to this: the shell-shock of diagnosis; the not
having anyone else to speak to; not knowing anyone else
The Bear Facts

15 September:
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PBC THE BIGGER PICTURE

We are delighted to announce the launch of our new campaign PBCthe bigger picture).

Collette Thain MBE : Chief Executive Officer : The PBC Foundation

Focussing on the three essential pillars of PBC care – treatment, lifestyle and support – the campaign has just one
objective in mind: To inform and empower everyone living with PBC how to confidently engage and partner with
their healthcare professional(s) in order to achieve the best possible outlook and quality of life for their disease.

T

he PBC movement has come such a long way since I was
diagnosed with the disease in 1994. Back then only a few
healthcare professionals had heard of PBC and UDCA wasn’t
available. The dreadful symptoms of the disease were little
understood and poorly managed and without a patient voice
there was absolutely nowhere or no one to turn to for support.

amazing advances around treatment, lifestyle and patient
support, the key messages are still not always getting through.
Not just to those of you who live with PBC but also, crucially,
the health care professional (HCPs) who treat your PBC.
All too regularly we hear from patients who are not being
prescribed the correct dosage of UDCA, having it stopped, or
receiving none at all and we know that some PBC patients are
still unaware of the vital importance of practising ‘movement
as medicine’ or giving up smoking. Many of our members do
not know where their nearest liver nurse or patient group is
located, leaving them isolated and less likely to feel confident
about managing their own condition.

Fast forward nearly a quarter of a century and not only do
we have a highly effective medication in UDCA, we know the
exact treatment regime we need to ensure the best outcomes
for PBC. In addition, there are treatments and methods
today in place to help ease and manage our symptoms. We
understand too, how lifestyle choices can help us to live
longer and stronger and, of course, thanks to the amazing
and tireless work of volunteers and organisations such as
our very own Foundation, there is now a global PBC network
to provide advice and support for those in need.

Of course, we know that, even when you the patient has all
the information you need at your fingertips, if your clinician is
either not aware of, or unwilling to engage in, best practice,
then this can be a significant barrier to successful treatment.

Today, a patient who responds to UDCA and takes it at the
optimum amount of 13/15mg/kilo/per day for life, who doesn’t
smoke and lives a healthy lifestyle, has every chance of
achieving a normal life expectancy. Even for non-responders
there are now drugs such as Ocaliva offering a lifeline that
simply wasn’t available just a few years ago.

This disjoin between information and action is inevitably
having profound consequences including the needless tragedy
of reduced life expectancy and poor quality of life and we
have come to the conclusion that this is something we need
to address right now.

Please think about that statement for a minute. It means
that a disease, which was once a pretty sure route to
either liver transplant or potentially an early death, with
deeply unpleasant symptoms along the way, has now been
effectively neutralised for around 80% of sufferers. For the
remaining 20% the prognosis is improving all the time. It
really is pretty much a miracle.

To misquote a famous princess there are three of us in this
campaign: us, you and the HCPs and in order for you to
achieve the best possible care and outcomes, we must work
to create a solid, permanent and respectful link between us all.
That is why we are launching PBCthe bigger picture). The
campaign has the specific aim of not only informing and
supporting you as we have done for so many years but also
empowering you with the confidence to engage with your
clinician appropriately and respectfully and to continue to do
so until you are receiving the correct treatment and support
for your PBC.

To add to the good news, over the last 20 years a committed
and growing number of liver specialists have worked tirelessly
in both research and patient care to provide the information
needed to optimise PBC care. Most recently, EASL, the
European Association for the Study of the Liver, has produced
the definitive guidelines for clinicians on PBC treatment and
care.

As Professor David Jones, of Newcastle University, the coauthor of our highly regarded Patient Guide to the EASL
Clinical Guidelines, states in his introduction:

Therefore, in theory, everything we need to ensure the best
possible outcome for us all is already available. So why are
we even having this conversation? Why are we launching
this campaign?
The answer, rather frustratingly, is that despite all these
The Bear Facts

‘I am especially keen on empowering patients to ‘own’ their
condition and open conversations with their clinicians about
their treatment.
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‘The fantastic work carried out by
the PBC Foundation and other
patient groups have continued to
champion best treatment for their
members by raising awareness of
the disease both amongst clinicians
and the general public. Perhaps
most importantly the Foundation
have provided their members with
high quality information and support
empowering them to manage their
own treatment.

PBC THE BIGGER PICTURE
Jennifer Hayden is a Autoimmune
Liver Disease and Transition Clinical
Nurse Specialist at University
Hospitals Birmingham NHS
Foundation Trust. Here she explains
why she is giving her support to PBC
The Bigger Picture.

Professor David Jones
Consultant Hepatologist
Freeman Hospital, Newcastle

‘As a liver nurse who
runs regular PBC clinics
I absolutely welcome the
launch of PBC The Bigger
Picture,’ says Ms Hayden.

‘After all, the best person to manage your treatment is you. And
now, with the publication of these Guidelines and the support
of the PBC Foundation, you can drive your own treatment
pathways and ensure that you receive the best possible care.’
How will this happen in practice?

‘Patients who have a
lifelong disease such
as PBC will see many
healthcare professionals
over their lifetime, some
of whom will be PBC
specialists, some of whom
may only see the disease
once in their career with a
whole range in-between.

Over the next few months you will see new branding on all of
our materials, which will be linked to three pillars: “Looking
after you”, “Self-empowerment” and “Supporting yourself and
each other”. We will also be using these pillars to guide our
information for Healthcare Practitioners (HCPs).
Everything we have learned to date brings us to the notion that
the best patient is an informed patient. The more information
you have, the more engaged you will be in conversation with
others, and more confident is ensuring you gain access to
the services you need.

‘Unfortunately, this can often result in the patient
being pulled in different directions, sometimes given
conflicting advice or even having medication changed
inappropriately. Often even if the patient is aware that
mistakes are being made, they lack the confidence to
challenge that decision.

Keep an eye on our website, our materials and our social
media, look for the changes: the new information, the tools to
support you and your HCPs, the connections to other patients,
families and friends, some of whom you are yet to meet.

‘Therefore to have a campaign which reassures people
with PBC that it is OK to raise, discuss and sometimes
challenge decisions made by their HCP is, I believe, a
really useful step forward for PBC as a whole.

Whatever it is, each item will be specifically chosen not just
to inform you, but to empower you with confidence to take
the information and use it to open – and continue - a lifelong
conversation with your HCP.

‘Apart from anything else, and thanks to the great work of
organisations such as the PBC Foundation, PBC patients
are often incredibly well informed about their individual
disease and treatment needs, so it makes sense that any
clinician should at least consider utilising this knowledge.

We need your help and support to spread the word to the PBC
healthcare community about our objectives. This may be via
social media, retweeting our tweets, or spreading the word at
patient group meetings. Finally, and perhaps most importantly,
we will ask that you tell every HCP involved with your care about
our campaign and that you direct them to our website where
they too can sign up to the Bigger Picture. Whether GP, nurse,
consultant or specialist, the more HCP’s receive our message,
the more successful our long-term campaign will be, not just
for us but for PBC patients in the future.

‘In addition, I am delighted that, within the campaign,
the PBC Foundation will be providing emphasis on the
importance of self-management and are providing new
ways, such as apps, of encouraging patients to choose a
healthy lifestyle.

Our aim is simple. To obtain the correct treatment plan for every
person with PBC giving us the best possibly quality of life and
long-term outcomes. We believe, with your involvement we can
achieve this. We urge you to take up our challenge to confidently
engage with every HCP you come into contact with. It is your
life and your PBC. We deserve nothing less.

The Bear Facts

‘When you are dealing with a lifelong disease, successful
treatment and outcomes are always best achieved
through a respectful and two-way partnership between
patient and clinician. Empowering PBC patients with the
information and confidence to do this will benefit everyone
of us who lives or works with PBC.’
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On the 22nd April, 2018, approximately
40,000 runners took part in the hottest
London Marathon to date, with the
temperature peaking at 24.1°C. Among
the participants were six brilliant people
who chose to run to fundraise for The
PBC Foundation. Their efforts certainly
paid off, as they raised the fantastic
amount of £8,524 between them.
Congratulations to Becky Thomas,
David Mylett, Clive Smith, Eugene Loh,
Fanny Chin and Carly O’Brien, heroes,
every single one of them.

London
Marathon
2018
David Mylett:
Time: 05:19:15

Here is what they had to say about the day:

“It was an honour to run for the PBC foundation - I had
a great time and loved it! The race itself was brutal with
high temperatures and unfortunately it really affected my
time but I am happy to have helped raise some money
and awareness of PBC along the way!”

Becky Thomas:
Time: 05:51:50
“It was the hardest
running challenge of my
life. I’m very pleased to
have crossed the line
safely in all the heat
to raise money got the
PBC Foundation. I ran
on behalf of my mum
Gaynor Thomas who
suffers with PBC.”

Eugene Loh and Fanny Chin:
Eugene’s time: 03:33:40
Fanny’s time: 04:19:58
“The weather was hot and it was a brutal race. However, it
is all for a worthy cause and we finished in decent times.”

Clive Smith:
Time: 05:01:03

Becky’s mum, Gaynor,
had some words of
praise for Becky:

“It was an amazing day. I ran for a while with David,
another PBC runner. I hope he made it around OK.”

“I wanted to add that
Becky trained and
worked so hard to run her first marathon. She lost two and
a half stone in order to be fit enough to run the twenty six
miles. All this is extra special because she had a major
illness in her twenties that
permanently damaged her
hip and hand joints.

Carly O’Brien:
Time: 06:17:50
“I was much slower than
I had anticipated but
the conditions were so
hot, I just needed to get
round! Unfortunately
other runners were
falling ill on the course,
I had to physically catch
a woman at mile 10 as
her legs gave out below
her. Mum has PBC so
running for her made this
all the more personal.”

She is an amazing example
of overcoming illness and
how exercise can help us
all even if it’s gentler than
a marathon! I do water
exercise classes and it
helps my PBC so much.”
We are delighted and proud
to hear that Gaynor and
Becky are championing
#movementasmedicine!
The Bear Facts
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FUNDRAISING AND AWARENESS

The PBC Genetics Study

Research Team

FUNDRAISING AND AWARENESS

01223 769088

FUNDRAISING AND AWARENESS

Fundraising and
raising awareness together
Longstanding members will know that we aim to promote
#movementasmedicine as much as possible on International
PBC Day. You made this a huge success last year, with many
of you joining the 50 events throughout the UK to walk with
friends and family.
This year, our theme is ‘Handsup4PBC’. To demonstrate that
simple steps can be taken to increase your sense of wellbeing,
we are once again encouraging you to get moving. We want
you to show everyone the fun you’re having by taking a
picture of your group raising their hands in the air for PBC,
as demonstrated by Paula Allinson and her group at their
recent meeting:

Including all
If you’re unable to participate in a walk or fundraise, you
can still be part of ‘Handsup4PBC’. You will be helping to
raise awareness of PBC outside our community by talking
about PBC for one minute with your hands in the air, and
then posting it on social media.
To increase the reach of your video, tag your friends and
family into the post and ask them to post their own message.
Robert has filmed a demonstration, which you can watch via
this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ia5TE_EtodA
Robert’s video is just one way of filming ‘Handsup4PBC’.
Feel free to use your own ideas and get creative!
If you would like to take part but do not use social media
or recording devices, please write your message and send
it to us, and we can publish the message on your behalf.

Fundraising on your walk
If you would like to raise funds during your walk, you can aim
to get sponsored for every mile you complete. Alternatively,
if you’re participating in a longer walk or trek, this is an ideal
opportunity to be sponsored for the whole event.

This campaign really is about including everyone to raise
as much awareness about PBC as we can.
How you’re helping others
Not only do these videos help to raise awareness, they help
provide comfort to those affected by PBC who are facing
feelings of isolation. These short videos will show that there
are others who have the condition, and many more that do
not but are willing to offer their help and support.

Our regional volunteer
Cherish Curl has
chosen to do the
latter this year. To
commemorate
International PBC
Day, Cherish and her
family will be walking
26 miles, from Hull
to Hornsea. If you
would like to help them
reach their fundraising
target of £300, you
can donate to their
JustGiving page:
https://www.justgiving.
com/fundraising/
thecurls

The Bear Facts

As this is already a huge benefit, any funds raised are a
bonus. It sounds cliché to say that every little helps – but it
really does. For example, £2.41 covers the cost of producing
and distributing one copy of The Bear Facts. Just £11 covers
the cost of monitoring the helpline for an hour, so that we
can respond to those in need.

If you would like any guidance on
fundraising and how to get involved
with International PBC Day, please
contact me at
natasha@pbcfoundation.org.uk
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

The PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd

Helpline Number

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

0131 556 6811

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Date

Venue

Time

Organiser

SEPTEMBER
04/09/18

Antenna, 15 Beck Street, Nottingham, 		
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE, NG1 1EQ
6.30pm - 8.00pm

Wendy Wheat 07584 026815
or Gill Rich 07811 747339

05/09/18

The Park Hotel, 2 Innerleithen Rd, Peebles, 		
PEEBLESSHIRE, EH45 8BA
6.30pm - 8.30pm

Ena Mitchell
01750 42244

08/09/18

Brooks Hotel, Drury Street, 		
DUBLIN, 2
12noon - 2.00pm

Marian: 087-2930789
or Maureen: 01-6111882

08/09/18

The Queens Hotel, Clonmel Street, The Promenade, Llandudno, 		
CONWY, LL30 2LE
11.00am - 2.00pm

Patricia Rannard
01407 740472

09/09/18

International PBC Day 2018 		
(PLEASE SEE OUR PBC DAY DIARY OF EVENTS IN THIS ISSUE)

PBC Foundation Office
0131 556 6811

15/09/18

PBC Conference, Edinburgh Marriott HoteL, 111 Glasgow Road, 		
EDINBURGH, EH12 8NF
11.00am - 3.00pm

22/09/18

Premier Inn Kings Cross, 26-30 York Way, Kings Cross, 		
LONDON, N1 9AA
2.00pm - 4.00pm

Goksel Osman 07872 158464
or Melanie Hancock 07802 684184

27/09/18

Holiday Inn (Coffee Bar), Corstorphine Road (next to zoo), 		
EDINBURGH, EH12 6UA
7.00pm - 9.00pm

Esther Davidson 0131 339 1255
or 07791 952451

29/09/18
OCTOBER
02/10/18

PBC Conference, Hampton Hotel, 19-29 Morehampton Road, 		
Donnybrook, DUBLIN 4, Ireland
11.00am - 3.00pm
Antenna, 15 Beck Street, Nottingham, 		
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE, NG1 1EQ
6.30pm - 8.00pm

PBC Foundation Office
0131 556 6811

PBC Foundation Office
0131 556 6811
Wendy Wheat 07584 026815
or Gill Rich 07811 747339

06/10/18

PBC Conference, Park Inn by Radisson Cardiff City Centre, 		
Mary Ann Street, CARDIFF, CF10 2JH
11.00am - 3.00pm

07/10/18

The Granville School, 2 Bradbourne Park Road, Sevenoaks, 		
KENT, TN13 3LJ
2.00pm - 5.00pm

John Creed 01474 813098
or Paula Allinson 01959 577830

DERBY

9.30am - 3.30pm

PBC Foundation Office 0131 556 6811

9.30am - 3.30pm

PBC Foundation Office 0131 556 6811

9.30am - 3.30pm

PBC Foundation Office 0131 556 6811

9.30am - 3.30pm

PBC Foundation Office 0131 556 6811

9.30am - 3.30pm

PBC Foundation Office 0131 556 6811

9.30am - 3.30pm

PBC Foundation Office 0131 556 6811

PBC Foundation Office
0131 556 6811

We will be hosting a series of Self-Management workshops in a number of locations. Venues have still to be cofirmed
07/10/18
08/10/18
09/10/18
10/10/18
11/10/18

LINCOLN

BEDFORD
LUTON

LONDON

12/10/18

BRIGHTON

13/10/18

Brooks Hotel, Drury Street, 		
DUBLIN, 2
12noon - 2.00pm

Marian: 087-2930789
or Maureen: 01-6111882

13/10/18

The Surrey Technology Centre, Meeting Room 5, Surrey Research Park,
Occam Road, Guildford, SURREY, GU2 7YG
10.30am - 12.30pm

Sally Taylorson: sally_taylorson@hotmail.com
or Allie Kloppers: allie.kloppers@gmail.com

06/11/18

Antenna, 15 Beck Street, Nottingham, 		
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE, NG1 1EQ
6.30pm - 8.00pm

Wendy Wheat 07584 026815
or Gill Rich 07811 747339

10/11/18

Brooks Hotel, Drury Street, 		
DUBLIN, 2
12noon - 2.00pm

Marian: 087-2930789
or Maureen: 01-6111882

10/11/18

Warmley Community Centre, 20 Deanery Road, Kingswood, 		
BRISTOL, BS15 9JB
11.00am - 1.00pm

Hazel Nelson
01179 575839

15/11/18

Holiday Inn (Coffee Bar), Corstorphine Road (next to zoo), 		
EDINBURGH, EH12 6UA
7.00pm - 9.00pm

Esther Davidson 0131 339 1255
or 07791 952451

17/11/18

PBC Conference, University Hospitals Birmingham NHS Foundation Trust, Education Centre 1st Floor, Queen Elizabeth Hospital,
Mindelsohn Way, Edgbaston, BIRMINGHAM, B15 2GW
11.00am - 3.00pm
PBC Foundation Office 0131 556 6811

24/11/18

The Queens Hotel, Clonmel Street, The Promenade, 		
Llandudno, CONWY, LL30 2LE
11.00am - 2.00pm

Patricia Rannard
01407 740472

01/12/18

The Park Hotel, 2 Innerleithen Rd, Peebles, 		
PEEBLESSHIRE, EH45 8BA
11.00am - 1.00pm

Ena Mitchell
01750 42244

04/12/18

Antenna, 15 Beck Street, Nottingham, 		
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE, NG1 1EQ
6.30pm - 8.00pm

Wendy Wheat 07584 026815
or Gill Rich 07811 747339

06/12/18

Christmas Meal, 		
Edinburgh TBC
TBC

Esther Davidson 0131 339 1255
or 07791 952451

08/12/18

Brooks Hotel, Drury Street, 		
DUBLIN, 2
12noon - 2.00pm

Marian: 087-2930789
or Maureen: 01-6111882

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Copyright Notice
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted  in any form or by any
means – without the proper permission, in writing, of the publisher.
The PBC Foundation was a recipient of a Research Grant from the
Community Fund (formerly NLCB).
The PBC Foundation is a
recipient of an award from
the Big Lottery Fund.

The Bear Facts

Legal Disclaimer
Please note that the views expressed in “The Bear Facts” are
not necessarily representative of the views and opinions of the
PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd. Every effort is made to ensure that the
information given herein is accurate, however, no legal responsibility
is accepted for any errors, omissions, or misleading statements.

For further information, please contact:
Collette Thain, MBE, Chief Executive Officer,
PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd, 6 Hill Street, Edinburgh, EH2 3JZ, UK
Telephone: 0131 556 6811 / Fax: 0131 556 8488
Email: info@pbcfoundation.org.uk / Website: www.pbcfoundation.org.uk

“The Bear Facts” is published by the PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd
The PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd is a Scottish Registered Charity,
Number SC025619
The PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd is a Company Limited by Guarantee
Registered Company Number
16 207493
Registered Address: 6 Hill Street, Edinburgh, EH2 3JZ

Please send any donations to:
PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd,
6 Hill Street, Edinburgh, EH2 3JZ, Scotland, UK

Patrons: Annette Crosbie, Siobhan Redmond
Honorary Patron: Delia Smith, OBE
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01 Peace
150 x 150mm
With Best Wishes for
Christmas and the New Year
10 Cards £3.75

02 The Village Shop
171 x 121mm
Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year
10 Cards £3.75

Support for Life
6 Hill Street
Edinburgh EH2 3JZ

The PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd is a registered charity (number SC025619).
The PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd, 2 York Place
Edinburgh EH1 3EP

The PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd is a registered charity (number SC025619).

Telephone: 0131 556 6811

The PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd, 2 York Place

Website: www.pbcfoundation.org.uk

Edinburgh EH1 3EP

Telephone: 0131 556 6811

Website: www.pbcfoundation.org.uk

Twelve Days

Christmas Friends
Printed in the UK Tel: 01934 519555
15001

15001 PBC 150x150.indd 1-2

22/07/2016 16:50

Printed in the UK Tel: 01934 519555
742

03 Christmas Friends
121 x 171mm
Season’s Greetings
10 Cards £3.75

742 PBC 121x171.indd 1-2

14/08/2017 16:14

04 Twelve Days
150 x 150mm
Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year
10 Cards £3.75

05 Preparing for Flight
171 x 121mm
Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year
10 Cards £3.75

The PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd is a registered charity (number SC025619).

0x150.indd 1-2

The PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd, 2 York Place
Edinburgh EH1 3EP

Telephone: 0131 556 6811

Website: www.pbcfoundation.org.uk

Christmas Kiss

Printed in the UK Tel: 01934 519555
13156

06 Christmas Kiss
150 x 150mm
Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year
10 Cards £3.75

22/07/2016 16:50

07 The Bethlehem Stable
121 x 171mm
With Best Wishes for Christmas
and the New Year
10 Cards £3.75

08 Christmas Bauble
125 x 125mm
With Every Good Wish for
Christmas and the New Year
10 Cards £3.75
(this card has a red foil finish)

If any design runs out of
stock we will forward an
alternative as close as
possible to your request.

9 Under the Mistletoe
150 x 150mm
Season’s Greetings
10 Cards £3.75

10 Peace Dove
150 x 150mm
Wishing you Peace
and Joy at Christmas
10 Cards £3.75

Christmas Card prices
do not include Postage &
Packing. Please refer to the
Postage table overleaf for
the additional costs.
You can also
order online at
www.pbcfoundation.org.uk

The PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd
Christmas Card Order Form 2018
Please send orders with payment to:
The PBC Foundation (UK) Ltd
6 Hill Street
Edinburgh, EH2 3JZ
United Kingdom

Item

Christmas Card prices do not include
Postage & Packing. Please refer to the
Postage table below for the additional
costs.

Price

01. Peace

£3.75

02. The Village Shop

£3.75

03. Christmas Friends

£3.75

04. Twelve Days

£3.75

05. Preparing for Flight

£3.75

06. Christmas Kiss

£3.75

07. The Bethlehem Stable

£3.75

08. Christmas Bauble

£3.75

09. Under the Mistletoe

£3.75

10. Peace Dove

£3.75

UK Postage: Christmas Cards

Quantity

Cost

Sub Total

1 – 2 Packs

£2.00

3 – 6 Packs

£3.50

7 – 10 Packs

£4.50

P&P 2nd Class

For orders over 10 packs, please contact

Optional

the office on 0131 556 6811

Donation

ALL CHRISTMAS CARDS DESIGNS COME

TOTAL

IN PACKS OF 10

ENCLOSED

UK postage and packing costs have been retained at 2017 levels.

We very much hope our designs for 2018 appeal to you.

(If any design runs out of stock we will forward an alternative as close as
possible to your request.)

Please return this form with your cheque made payable to The PBC
Foundation (UK) Ltd. We can also accept card payments or orders via
our on-line shop.

Name:_______________________________________________________________
Delivery Address:_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Post Code:_______________________ Telephone No.________________________
Scottish Registered Charity Number SC025619

Scottish Registered Company Number SC207493

